
I already 
read that 

book!
Now what?

TRY THESE 
READ-ALIKES!

Breathing Underwater  
by Sarah Allen
Olivia is thrilled to go on a cross-country 
road trip with her big sister Ruth. But as Ruth’s 
depression gets worse, Olivia learns that even 
if things don’t go back to the way they were, 
sisters will always be there for each other.
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El deafo by Cece Bell
The author recounts in graphic novel format 
her experiences with hearing loss at a young 
age, including using a bulky hearing aid, 
learning how to lip read, and determining her 
“superpower.”

Braced by Alisson Gerber 
Rachel Brooks’s scoliosis has gotten worse, so 
she has to wear a hard-plastic brace for 23 
hours a day. She must confront the challenges 
her situation brings to her sports career, 
friendship, and self-image. 

Fish in a Tree by Lynda Mullaly Hunt
Ally’s greatest fear is that everyone will find out 
she is as dumb as they think she is because she 
still doesn’t know how to read. 

Song for A Whale by Lynne Kelly
Twelve-year-old Iris is treated like she’s not very 
smart by the people of her small town because 
she is deaf. When she learns of Blue 55, a whale 
who cannot sing to other whales, she begins 
to work on her own invention to communicate 
with him. 

Born Just Right  
by Jordan Reeves and Jen Lee Reeves
Jordan Reeves is many things, a disability 
advocate, an inventor, and a real-life super 
hero! Discover the true story of tween disability 
advocate and founder of Born Just Right.

Stargirl Series by Jerry Spinelli
The students of Mica High are enchanted. At 
first. Then they turn on her. Stargirl is suddenly 
shunned for everything that makes her different, 
and Leo, panicked and desperate with love, 
urges her to become the very thing that can 
destroy her: normal.


